Greetings to the humble donor TRRAIN Mumbai!

It's my immense pleasure to share you a success story of our trainee Mr. Madanna S. Nadahatti is hails from Kaladagi village of Bagalakote district North Karnataka. He born & brought up in poor family, his father in wage employment and mother is house wife by earning less income annually. Madanna has speech & hearing obstacle by birth and that leads him not engaged with peers because of shyness and difficult to express his social emotions. The issue of hearing & speech leads him to become isolated.

Aminappa Hosamani mobilizer for Pankh program implements by Ashadeepa has visited his home and convinced his parents to enrolled under Pankh program for skill building training. Madanna also agreed upon and joined training and nourished his employability skills such as Communication and Computer knowledge with other key learnings.

After the training Madanna Nadahatti is become so able to do work independently and selected for job in Big Basket Innovative Retail Concepts PVT LTD. Veersandra Village Anekal Taluk, Bangalore and earn 215040/ annum and leading dignified, happy & sustainable life with good incentive from his work he doing.

He share his opinion through phone call "Today I am leading independent life and taking responsibility of my family. Finally he conveyed his gratitude towards TRRAIN Mumbai for this wonderful program implementing in backward geography North Karnataka through creates noble chance to PwDs those wants to become real hero of their life by leading independent life.

Your Truly,
Raghu N. Hubballi

DATE: 16/03/2022
PLACE: ILKAL, BAGALKOTE DISTRICT KARNATAKA